COME AND BE

NUTZ WITH US

In need of some ideas for constructive, physical activities that can promote gross motor
skill development and keep your children fit and healthy? HealthNutz (a Sports Science
Institute of South Africa Community Health Intervention Programme) is here to help.
Follow this activity sheet for a fun-filled and educational session!
WHAT YOU
WILL NEED

Rope or cloth
Whistle

NUMBER OF KIDS AND
TIME REQUIRED

2 - 8 children
20 to 25 minutes

How to play

GROSS MOTOR AND
COGNITIVE SKILLS

Fitness, body awareness,
dynamic balance, proprioception,
working memory.
ACTIVITY

Health & Safety #14

Today we are going to talk about the people who keep us safe and healthy every day, e.g. our policemen/the army,
paramedics, doctors and nurses.
Talk to the children about the different professions that help maintain safety and order and how they do that.
Demonstrate the following movements for each profession:
1. Fireman: Children must pretend to climb a ladder followed by log rolling on the floor (see illustration).
2. Policeman: Allow the children to pretend to be in a police car and drive around the room making sure they don’t
bump into the other “cars”(children) or any objects. When a whistle is blown once (or a hand clap), they have to high
knee walk. If they hear the ‘whistle’ twice - they must run on their tippy toes. When three ‘whistles’ are heard they
must jump to three different spots.
3. Paramedic: Children must quickly pair up with the person closest to them. In their group, one will be the patient and
the other will be the paramedic. Let one child pretend they have an injury. Using rope (or cloth) bind the pairs feet
together to perform a three-legged race to a wall/target 5 metres away and back to the starting position.
4. Traffic officer: The children can pair up again. This time one child is the driver and the other is the traffic officer. The
driver must run around pretending to drive fast and the traffic officer must chase the driver and “pull them over” to
give them a traffic fine.

Progression:
Parent/s can call out any
profession and the children
must correctly remember
what action goes along with
it and perform that action for
+- 1 minute. They can even
add the sounds to it e.g. the
sirens of a police car.

HealthNutz is an initiative of SSISA's Community Health Intervention Programmes, supported by the
Laureus Sport for Good Foundation in South Africa, and is offered on a not-for-profit basis to
communities in need. If you would like more information on our programmes or would like to partner,
contact us at csi@ssisa.com or on +27 21 659 5608.

